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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method for operating a Wind turbine having at least one 
blade includes determining an ambient air operating enve 
lope and controlling a poWer output of the Wind turbine at 
least partially based on the determined ambient air operating 
envelope. Determining an ambient air operating envelope 
includes measuring at least one of an ambient air tempera 
ture, an ambient air pressure, an ambient air humidity, and 
Wind turbine poWer output. The method also includes com 
paring at least one of a measured ambient air temperature, a 
measured ambient air humidity and a measured ambient air 
pressure to predetermined ambient air temperature, pressure 
and humidity values. The method further includes referenc 
ing the predetermined ambient air temperature, pres sure and 
humidity values to at least one operational parameter of the 
Wind turbine. The method also includes determining if an 
existing Wind turbine poWer output is Within a range asso 
ciated With the determined ambient air operating envelope. 
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METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR 
OPERATING A WIND TURBINE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] This invention relates generally to Wind turbines, 
and more speci?cally to methods and apparatus for control 
ling operation of a Wind turbine. 
[0002] Generally, a Wind turbine includes a rotor having 
multiple blades. The rotor is sometimes mounted Within a 
housing, or nacelle, that is positioned on top of a base, for 
example a truss or tubular toWer. At least some knoWn 
electric utility grade Wind turbines (i.e., Wind turbines 
designed to provide electrical poWer to an electric utility 
grid) can have rotors of 30 meters (m) (98 feet (ft)) or more 
in diameter. The rotor blades transform mechanical Wind 
energy into a mechanical rotational torque that drives one or 
more generators. The generators are sometimes, but not 
alWays, rotationally coupled to the rotor through a gearbox. 
The gearbox steps up the inherently loW rotational speed of 
the turbine rotor for the generator to e?iciently convert the 
rotational mechanical energy to electrical energy, Which is 
fed into the electric utility grid. Gearless direct drive Wind 
turbine generators also exist. 
[0003] Seasonal changes to the ambient air conditions, for 
example changes to ambient air temperature and/ or pressure, 
may affect performance of at least some knoWn Wind tur 
bines. For example, the normal international engineering 
code (IEC) design envelope of a Wind turbine de?nes loads 
acting on the Wind energy turbine Within a temperature range 
from about +40 degrees Celsius(0 C.) (about 100 degrees 
Fahrenheit (0 F.)) to about —200 C. (about —30° F.). 
Operation of a Wind turbine beloW this temperature range 
may require neW load calculations Which Will exceed the 
design load envelope if no countermeasures are taken, 
possibly resulting in the need of neW, reinforced compo 
nents. At least some knoWn Wind turbines, When subjected 
to cold Weather conditions With ambient air temperature 
values beloW the loWer temperature limit of the alloWable 
temperature range, are shut off, Which is disadvantageous 
insofar as no electric output poWer is generated. 

[0004] Another example of seasonal changes affecting 
Wind turbine performance is that air temperature-corrected 
turbine performance of at least some knoWn Wind turbines 
may be loWer in the summer than in the Winter. For example, 
a probability of the rotor blades of at least some knoWn Wind 
turbines to stall increases during summer conditions When 
ambient air temperatures are typically higher. Such stalling 
reduces a potential electric poWer output of the Wind turbine. 
Moreover, reestablishment of air?oW around at least some 
knoWn Wind turbine rotor blades after stalling may cause a 
short-term increase in generator speed and/or electric poWer 
output that may be di?icult for a controller of the Wind 
turbine to process. Such controller processing di?iculty may 
increase a probability of the Wind turbine to be disconnected 
from an electric grid due to over-speed and/or over-produc 
tion conditions. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

[0005] In one aspect, a method for operating a Wind 
turbine. The method includes measuring an ambient air 
temperature and decreasing a poWer output of the Wind 
turbine if the measured ambient air temperature is beloW a 
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predetermined limit to thereby facilitate reducing loads 
acting on components of the Wind turbine. 
[0006] In another aspect, a Wind turbine is provided. The 
Wind turbine includes a rotor that includes a hub and at least 
one rotor blade coupled to the hub. The Wind turbine also 
includes a ?rst sensor con?gured to measure ambient air 
temperature and generate and transmit an ambient air tem 
perature signal;. The Wind turbine further includes at least 
one processor coupled in electronic data communication to 
the ?rst sensor. The at least one processor is con?gured to 
facilitate reducing loads acting on components of the Wind 
turbine by at least one of receiving a measured ambient air 
temperature signal from the ?rst sensor and decreasing a 
poWer output of the Wind turbine if the received ambient air 
temperature signal is beloW a predetermined limit. 
[0007] In a further aspect, a method for operating a Wind 
turbine having at least one blade is provided. The method 
includes determining an ambient air operating envelope and 
controlling a poWer output of the Wind turbine at least 
partially based on the determined ambient air operating 
envelope. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0008] FIG. 1 is a schematic vieW of an exemplary Wind 
turbine; 
[0009] FIG. 2 is a schematic vieW of an exemplary nacelle 
that may be used With the Wind turbine shoWn in FIG. 1; 
[0010] FIG. 3 is an electrical and electronic schematic 
diagram of the Wind turbine shoWn in FIG. 1; 
[0011] FIG. 4 is a ?owchart illustrating an exemplary 
method for controlling the Wind turbine shoWn in FIG. 1; 
and 
[0012] FIG. 5 is a ?owchart illustrating another exemplary 
method for controlling the Wind turbine shoWn in FIG. 1. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0013] As used herein, the term “blade” is intended to be 
representative of any device that provides reactive force 
When in motion relative to a surrounding ?uid. As used 
herein, the term “Wind turbine” is intended to be represen 
tative of any device that generates rotational energy from 
Wind energy, and more speci?cally, converts kinetic energy 
of Wind into mechanical energy. As used herein, the term 
“Wind turbine generator” is intended to be representative of 
any Wind turbine that generates electrical poWer from rota 
tional energy generated from Wind energy, and more spe 
ci?cally, converts mechanical energy converted from kinetic 
energy of Wind to electrical poWer. As used herein, the term 
“Windmill” is intended to be representative of any Wind 
turbine that uses rotational energy generated from Wind 
energy, and more speci?cally mechanical energy converted 
from kinetic energy of Wind, for a predetermined purpose 
other than generating electrical poWer, such as, but not 
limited to, pumping a ?uid and/or grinding a substance. 
[0014] FIG. 1 is a schematic vieW an exemplary Wind 
turbine 10. FIG. 2 is a schematic vieW of an exemplary 
nacelle 16 that may be used With Wind turbine 10 (shoWn in 
FIG. 1). FIG. 3 is an electrical and electronic schematic 
diagram of Wind turbine 10 (shoWn in FIG. 1). Wind turbine 
10 described and illustrated herein is a Wind generator for 
generating electrical poWer from Wind energy. HoWever, in 
some embodiments, Wind turbine 10 may be, in addition or 
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alternative to a Wind generator, any type of Wind turbine, 
such as, but not limited to, a Windmill (not shown). More 
over, Wind turbine 10 described and illustrated herein 
includes a horiZontal-axis con?guration. HoWever, in some 
embodiments, Wind turbine 10 may include, in addition or 
alternative to the horiZontal-axis con?guration, a vertical 
axis con?guration (not shoWn). Wind turbine 10 may be 
coupled to an electrical load (not shoWn), such as, but not 
limited to, a poWer grid (not shoWn), for receiving electrical 
poWer therefrom to drive operation of Wind turbine 10 
and/or its associated components and/or for supplying elec 
trical poWer generated by Wind turbine 10 thereto. Although 
only one Wind turbine 10 is shoWn in FIG. 1-3, in some 
embodiments a plurality of Wind turbines 10 may be 
grouped together, sometimes referred to as a “Wind farm”. 

[0015] Wind turbine 10 includes a body 16, sometimes 
referred to as a “nacelle”, and a rotor (generally designated 
by 18) coupled to body 16 for rotation With respect to body 
16 about an axis of rotation 20. In the exemplary embodi 
ment, nacelle 16 is mounted on a toWer 14. HoWever, in 
some embodiments, in addition or alternative to toWer 
mounted nacelle 16, Wind turbine 10 includes a nacelle 16 
adjacent the ground and/or a surface of Water. The height of 
toWer 14 may be any suitable height enabling Wind turbine 
10 to function as described herein. Rotor 18 includes a hub 
22 and a plurality of blades 24 (sometimes referred to as 
“airfoils”) extending radially outWardly from hub 22 for 
converting Wind energy into rotational energy. Although 
rotor 18 is described and illustrated herein as having three 
blades 24, rotor 18 may have any number of blades 24. 
Blades 24 may each have any length (Whether described 
herein). For example, in some embodiments one or more 
rotor blades 24 are about 0.5 meters (m) (1.64 feet (ft)) long, 
While in some embodiments one or more rotor blades 24 are 

about 50 m (164 oft) long. Other examples of blade 24 
lengths include 10 m (32.8 ft) or less, about 20 m (65.6 ft), 
about 37 In (121.4 ft), and about 40 In (131.2 ft). Still other 
examples include rotor blades betWeen about 50 and about 
100 meters long (164 ft to 328 ft). 
[0016] Despite hoW rotor blades 24 are illustrated in FIG. 
1, rotor 18 may have blades 24 of any shape, and may have 
blades 24 of any type and/ or any con?guration, Whether such 
shape, type, and/or con?guration is described and/or illus 
trated herein. One example of another type, shape, and/or 
con?guration of rotor blades 24 is a ducted rotor (not shoWn) 
having a turbine (not shoWn) contained Within a duct (not 
shoWn). Another example of another type, shape, and/or 
con?guration of rotor blades 24 is a darrieus Wind turbine, 
sometimes referred to as an “eggbeater” turbine. Yet another 
example of another type, shape, and/or con?guration of rotor 
blades 24 is a savonious Wind turbine. Even another example 
of another type, shape, and/or con?guration of rotor blades 
24 is a traditional Windmill for pumping Water, such as, but 
not limited to, four-bladed rotors having Wooden shutters 
and/or fabric sails. Moreover, Wind turbine 10 may, in some 
embodiments, be a Wind turbine Wherein rotor 18 generally 
faces upWind to harness Wind energy, and/ or may be a Wind 
turbine Wherein rotor 18 generally faces doWnWind to har 
ness energy. Of course, in any embodiments, rotor 18 may 
not face exactly upWind and/or doWnWind, but may face 
generally at any angle (Which may be variable) With respect 
to a direction of the Wind to harness energy therefrom. 

[0017] Referring noW to FIGS. 2 and 3, Wind turbine 10 
includes an electrical generator 26 coupled to rotor 18 for 
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generating electrical poWer from the rotational energy gen 
erated by rotor 18. In the exemplary embodiment, generator 
26 is a round rotor, synchronous, three-phase, permanent 
magnet generator that includes a generator rotor 25 and a 
stator 27. HoWever, generator 26 may be any type of 
generator including, but not limited to, salient pole genera 
tors, double-sided stator generators, and/or doubly-fed 
induction generators. In the exemplary embodiment, gen 
erator rotor 25 includes a plurality of permanent magnets 29 
that are coupled to generator rotor 25. Alternatively, gen 
erator rotor 25 may be a Wound rotor Wherein the associated 
Windings (neither shoWn) are separately-excited, for 
example, but not limited to, a salient-pole rotor. Generator 
rotor 25 and stator 27 are positioned such that a clearance 
gap 31 (sometimes referred to as an air gap) is de?ned 
betWeen stator 27 and generator rotor 25 With a predeter 
mined clearance gap radial dimension (not shoWn). Penna 
nent magnets 29 With predetermined polarities are posi 
tioned to generate a magnetic ?eld (not shoWn) around 
generator rotor 25 With a predetermined number of poles and 
a predetermined magnetic strength. 
[0018] Stator 27 includes a plurality of stator Windings 
(not shoWn). Gap 31 facilitates magnetic coupling of gen 
erator rotor 25 and stator 27 to generate a predetermined 
voltage Within stator 27 at a predetermined frequency that is 
determined by generator rotor 25 rotational speed as gen 
erator rotor 25 is rotated Within stator 27. The generated 
voltages Within stator 27 subsequently generate a predeter 
mined electric current Within stator 27. The electric currents 
generated Within stator 27 subsequently generate a plurality 
of magnetic ?elds and as the magnetic ?eld generated in 
generator rotor 25 rotates, the magnetic ?eld of generator 
rotor 25 interacts With the magnetic ?elds of stator 27 
through gap 31. The interaction of the magnetic ?elds 
induces magnetomotive axial and radial forces and a torque 
that act on generator rotor 25. The radial and axial forces and 
torque induced on generator rotor 25 by the interaction of the 
magnetic ?elds are proportional to the strength and position 
of the magnetic ?ux component Within gap 31. As the ?ux 
component in gap 31 increases, the radial and axial forces 
and torque induced on generator rotor 25 increase. Similarly, 
as the ?ux component in gap 31 decreases, the radial and 
axial forces and torque induced on generator rotor 25 
decrease. Therefore, modulating the ?ux modulates the 
radial and axial forces and torque induced on generator rotor 
25. 

[0019] Rotor 18 includes a rotor shaft 30 coupled to rotor 
hub 22 for rotation thereWith. Generator 26 is coupled to 
rotor shaft 30 such that rotation of rotor shaft 30 drives 
rotation of generator rotor 25, and therefore facilitates 
operation of generator 26. In the exemplary embodiment, 
generator rotor 25 includes a rotor shaft 28 rotatingly 
coupled thereto and rotatingly coupled to rotor shaft 30 such 
that rotation of rotor shaft 30 drives rotation of generator 
rotor 25. In other embodiments, generator rotor 25 is directly 
rotatably coupled to rotor shaft 30, sometimes referred to as 
a “direct-drive Wind turbine”. In the exemplary embodiment, 
generator rotor shaft 28 is rotatably coupled to rotor shaft 30 
through a gearbox 32, although in other embodiments gen 
erator rotor shaft 28 is rotatably coupled directly to rotor 
shaft 30. More speci?cally, in the exemplary embodiment 
gearbox 32 has a loW speed side 34 rotatably coupled to 
rotor shaft 30 and a high speed side 36 rotatably coupled to 
generator rotor shaft 28. The torque of rotor 18 drives 
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generator rotor 25 to thereby generate variable frequency 
AC electrical poWer from rotation of rotor 18. A frequency 
converter 38 is electrically coupled to generator 26 for 
converting the variable frequency AC to a ?xed frequency 
AC for delivery to an electrical utility grid 39. Frequency 
converter 38 may be located anyWhere Within or remote to 
Wind turbine 10. For example, in the exemplary embodi 
ment, frequency converter 38 is located Within a base (not 
shoWn) of toWer 14. 

[0020] In some embodiments, Wind turbine 10 may 
include at least one control system 40 coupled to at least one 
of the components of Wind turbine 10 for generally control 
ling operation of Wind turbine 10 and/or as some or all of the 
components thereof (Whether such components are 
described and/or illustrated herein). In the exemplary 
embodiment, control system 40 is mounted Within nacelle 
16. HoWever, additionally or alternatively, control system 40 
may be remote from nacelle 16 and/or other components of 
Wind turbine 10. Control system 40 may be used for, but is 
not limited to, overall system monitoring and control includ 
ing, for example, pitch and speed regulation, high-speed 
shaft and yaW brake application, yaW and pump motor 
application, and/or fault monitoring. Alternative distributed 
or centraliZed control architectures may be used in some 
embodiments. 

[0021] In some embodiments, Wind turbine 10 may 
include a disc brake (not shoWn) for braking rotation of rotor 
18 to, for example, sloW rotation of rotor 18, brake rotor 18 
against fall Wind torque, and/or reduce the generation of 
electrical poWer from electrical generator 26. Furthermore, 
in some embodiments, Wind turbine 10 may include a yaW 
system 42 for rotating nacelle 16 about an axis of rotation 44 
for changing a yaW of rotor 18, and more speci?cally for 
changing a direction faced by rotor 18 to, for example, adjust 
an angle betWeen the direction faced by rotor 18 and a 
direction of Wind. YaW system 42 may be coupled in 
electronic data communication to control system 40 for 
control thereby. 
[0022] In some embodiments, Wind turbine 10 may 
include anemometry 46 for measuring Wind speed and/or 
Wind direction. Anemometry 46, in some embodiments, may 
be coupled in electronic data communication to control 
system 40 for sending measurements to control system 40 
for processing thereof For example, and although anemom 
etry 46 may be coupled in electronic data communication to 
control system 40 for sending measurements thereto for 
controlling other operations of Wind turbine 10, anemometry 
46 may send measurements to control system 40 for con 
trolling and/or changing a yaW of rotor 18 using yaW system 
42. Alternatively, anemometry 46 may be coupled in elec 
tronic data communication directly to yaW system 42 for 
controlling and/or changing a yaW of rotor 18. 

[0023] Wind turbine 10 may also include a plurality of 
sensors 48, each coupled to a corresponding blade 24 for 
measuring a pitch of each blade 24, or more speci?cally an 
angle of each blade 24 With respect to a Wind direction 
and/or With respect to rotor hub 22. Sensors 48 may be any 
suitable sensor having any suitable location Within or remote 
to Wind turbine 10, such as, but not limited to, optical 
encoders Within pitch system 62 (described beloW). In some 
embodiments, sensors 48 are coupled in electronic data 
communication to control system 40 for sending pitch 
measurements to control system 40 for processing thereof. 
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[0024] In some embodiments, Wind turbine 10 includes at 
least one sensor 50 coupled to rotor shaft 30 for measuring 
a speed of rotation of rotor shaft 30 and/or a torque of rotor 
shaft 30. Sensor 50 may be any suitable sensor having any 
suitable location Within or remote to Wind turbine 10, such 
as, but not limited to, optical encoders, digital proximity 
sensors, pieZo-electric transducers, strain gages, and/or 
tachometers. In some embodiments, sensor 50 is coupled in 
electronic data communication to control system 40 for 
sending measurements to control system 40 for processing 
thereof Furthermore, in some embodiments, Wind turbine 10 
includes at least one sensor 52 coupled to generator 26 for 
measuring an electrical poWer output of generator 26. In 
some embodiments, sensor 52 is coupled in electronic data 
communication to control system 40 for sending measure 
ments to control system 40 for processing thereof. Sensor 52 
may be any suitable sensor having any suitable location 
Within or remote to Wind turbine 10, such as, but not limited 
to, Hall effect current transducers (CTs) and/or capacitive 
voltage transducers (CVTs). 
[0025] In some embodiments, Wind turbine 10 includes at 
least one sensor 54 con?gured to measure ambient air 
pressure. Sensor 54 may be any suitable sensor having any 
suitable location Within or remote to Wind turbine 10, such 
as, but not limited to, electric barometric pressure measure 
ment instruments. In some embodiments, sensor 54 is 
coupled in electronic data communication to control system 
40 for sending ambient air pressure measurement signals to 
control system 40 for processing thereof. 
[0026] In some embodiments, Wind turbine 10 includes at 
least one sensor 56 con?gured to measure ambient air 
temperature. Sensor 56 may be any suitable sensor having 
any suitable location Within or remote to Wind turbine 10, 
such as, but not limited to, electronic thermometers. In some 
embodiments, sensor 56 is coupled in electronic data com 
munication to control system 40 for sending ambient air 
temperature measurements to control system 40 for process 
ing thereof. 
[0027] In some embodiments, Wind turbine 10 includes at 
least one sensor 58 con?gured to measure the ?ux generated 
Within gap 31 and/or the torque induced on generator rotor 
25. Sensor 58 may be any suitable sensor having any 
suitable location Within generator 26, such as, but not 
limited to, ?ux measurement assemblies and/or torque mea 
surement assemblies. In some embodiments, sensor 58 is 
coupled in electronic data communication to control system 
40 for sending gap ?ux and/or generator rotor torque mea 
surements to control system 40 for processing thereof. 

[0028] In some embodiments, Wind turbine 10 includes at 
least one sensor 60 con?gured to measure ambient air 
humidity. Sensor 60 may be any suitable sensor having any 
suitable location Within or remote to Wind turbine 10, such 
as, but not limited to, electronic relative humidity sensors. In 
some embodiments, sensor 60 is coupled in electronic data 
communication to control system 40 for sending ambient air 
humidity measurements to control system 40 for processing 
thereof 

[0029] Wind turbine 10 may also include one or more 
other sensors (not shoWn) coupled to one or more compo 
nents of Wind turbine 10 and/or the electrical load, Whether 
such component(s) are described or illustrated herein, for 
measuring parameters of such component(s) and/or for 
measuring other ambient conditions. Such other sensor(s) 
may include, but are not limited to, sensors con?gured to 
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measure any ambient condition, any operational parameter 
of any Wind turbine component, displacement, yaW, pitch, 
moments, strain, stress, tWist, damage, failure, rotor torque, 
rotor speed, an anomaly in the electrical load, and/or an 
anomaly of poWer supplied to any component of Wind 
turbine 10. Such other sensors may couple to any component 
of Wind turbine 10 and/or the electrical load at any location 
thereof for measuring any parameter thereof, Whether such 
component, location, and/or parameter is described and/or 
illustrated herein, and may be used to derive other measure 
ments, e.g., viscosity, as knoWn in the art. 

[0030] Wind turbine 10 includes a variable blade pitch 
system 62 for controlling, including but not limited to 
changing, a pitch angle of rotor blades 24 With respect to a 
Wind direction. Pitch system 62 may be coupled to control 
system 40 for control thereby. Pitch system 62 includes one 
or more actuators (not shoWn) coupled to hub 22 and blades 
24 for changing the pitch angle of blades 24 by rotating 
blades 24 With respect to hub 22. The pitch actuators may 
include any suitable structure, con?guration, arrangement, 
means, and/or components, Whether described and/or illus 
trated herein, such as, but not limited to, electrical motors, 
hydraulic cylinders, springs, and/or servomechansims. 
Moreover, the pitch actuators may be driven by any suitable 
means, Whether described and/or illustrated herein, such as, 
but not limited to, hydraulic ?uid, electrical poWer, electro 
chemical poWer, and/or mechanical poWer, such as, but not 
limited to, spring force. For example, in some embodiments, 
the pitch actuators include a pitch drive gear (not shoWn) 
that is coupled to a pitch ring gear (not shoWn). The pitch 
ring gear is coupled to blade 24 such that rotation of the pitch 
drive gear rotates blade 24 about an axis of rotation (not 
shoWn) to thereby change the pitch of blade 24. 
[0031] In some embodiments, the pitch actuators may be 
driven by energy extracted from rotational inertia of rotor 18 
and/ or a stored energy source (not shoWn) that supplies 
components of Wind turbine 10, such as, but not limited to, 
control system 40 and/or pitch system 62, energy during an 
anomaly in electrical load 39 and/or poWer source coupled 
to Wind turbine 10. For example, an anomaly in the electrical 
load and/ or poWer source may include, but is not limited to, 
a poWer failure, an undervoltage condition, an overvoltage 
condition, and/or an out-of-frequency condition. As such, 
the stored energy source enables pitching of blades 24 
during the anomaly. Although other stored energy sources 
may be used, in some embodiments the stored energy source 
includes hydraulic accumulators, electrical generators, 
stored spring energy, capacitors, and/or batteries. The stored 
energy sources may be located anyWhere Within, on, adja 
cent to, and/or remote from Wind turbine 10. In some 
embodiments, the stored energy source stores energy 
extracted from rotational inertia of rotor 18, energy stored 
Within a frequency converter (not shoWn), and/ or other 
auxiliary energy sources such as, but not limited to, an 
auxiliary Wind turbine (not shoWn) coupled to Wind turbine 
10, solar panels, and/or hydro-poWer installations. 
[0032] Referring again to FIG. 3, in some embodiments, 
control system 40 includes a bus 63 or other communica 
tions device to communicate information. At least one 
processor 64 is coupled to bus 63 to process information, 
including information from anemometry 46, sensors 48, 50, 
52, 54, 56, 58 and/or 60, and/or one or more other sensors. 
Control system 40 may also include at least one random 
access memory (RAM) 66 and/or other storage device 68. 
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RAM 66 and storage device 68 are coupled to bus 63 to store 
and transfer information and instructions to be executed by 
processor 64. RAM 66 (and/or also storage device 68, if 
included) can also be used to store temporary variables or 
other intermediate information during execution of instruc 
tions by processor 64. Control system 40 may also include 
at least one read only memory (ROM) 70 and/or other static 
storage devices coupled to bus 63 to store and provide static 
(i.e., non-changing) information and instructions to proces 
sor 64. Control system 40 further includes at least one 
input/output device 72 may include any device knoWn in the 
art to provide input data to control system 40 and/or to 
provide outputs, such as, but not limited to, yaW control 
and/or pitch control outputs. Instructions may be provided to 
memory from a storage device, such as, but not limited to, 
a magnetic disk, a read-only memory (ROM) integrated 
circuit, CD-ROM, and/ or DVD, via a remote connection that 
is either Wired or Wireless providing access to one or more 

electronically-accessible media, etc. In some embodiments, 
hard-Wired circuitry can be used in place of or in combina 
tion With softWare instructions. Thus, execution of 
sequences of instructions is not limited to any speci?c 
combination of hardWare circuitry and softWare instructions, 
Whether described and/or illustrated herein. Control system 
40 may also include at least one sensor interface 74 that 
alloWs control system 40 to communicate With anemometry 
46, sensors 48, 50, 52, 54, 56, 58 and/or 60, and/or one or 
more other sensors. Sensor interface 74 can be or can 

include, for example, one or more analog-to-digital convert 
ers that convert analog signals into digital signals that can be 
used by processor 64. 
[0033] FIG. 4 is a ?owchart illustrating an exemplary 
method 100 for controlling a Wind turbine, such as, but not 
limited to, Wind turbine 10 (shoWn in FIGS. 1, 2 and 3). 
Method 100 includes measuring 102 an ambient air tem 
perature, for example, using sensor 56. If the ambient air 
temperature is beloW a predetermined limit, method 100 
includes decreasing 104 a poWer output of Wind turbine 10, 
for example using control system 40 (shoWn in FIGS. 2 and 
3) to facilitate reducing loads acting on components of Wind 
turbine 10. For example, as ambient air temperature 
decreases, loads acting on components of Wind turbine 10 
may increase. Moreover, and for example, a brittleness of 
components of Wind turbine 10 may also increase as ambient 
air temperature decreases, Which may decrease a predeter 
mined service life expectancy and/or accelerate fatigue of 
components of Wind turbine 10. Therefore, decreasing 104 
a poWer output of Wind turbine 10 may facilitate reducing 
loads acting on components of Wind turbine 10 due to the 
colder, denser ambient air by reducing a speed of the tips of 
rotor blades 24 (shoWn in FIGS. 1, 2 and 3). As such, 
decreasing 104 a poWer output of Wind turbine 10 based on 
the ambient air temperature may facilitate maintaining loads 
acting on components of Wind turbine 10 Within a prede 
termined design envelope of Wind turbine 10. 
[0034] The predetermined ambient temperature limit may 
have any value that facilitates reducing loads acting on 
components of Wind turbine 10 due to the conditions of 
ambient air. For example, in some embodiments, Wind 
turbine 10 is designed to operate Within a predetermined 
ambient temperature up to a predetermined maximum Wind 
speed, Wherein the range extends betWeen upper and loWer 
temperature limits. In such embodiments, the predetermined 
ambient temperature limit may be the loWer limit of such a 
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predetermined temperature range. In some embodiments, and 
for example, the predetermined ambient temperature range is 
a normal international engineering code (IEC) design enve 
lope. Examples of the predetermined ambient temperature 
limit include, but are not limited to, approximately +40 
degrees Celsius(0 C.) (about 100 degrees Fahrenheit (0 F.)) to 
approximately —20° C. (about —30° F.). 
[0035] The poWer output of Wind turbine 10 may be 
decreased 104 using any suitable method, process, structure, 
and/or means. For example, in some embodiments, method 
100 includes increasing a pitch angle of one or more rotor 
blades 24 of Wind turbine 10 to thereby reduce a speed of the 
tips of rotor blades 24 and decrease 104 the poWer output of 
Wind turbine 10. The blade pitch angle may be increased by 
any value, such as but not limited to, betWeen about 0.10 and 
about 90°. An example of a normal operation angle range of 
Wind turbine 10 is betWeen about 00 and about 20°, While 90° 
is the feathered position in Which no resulting torque acts on 
rotor 18 (shoWn in FIGS. 1, 2 and 3). By adjusting the pitch 
angle, existing components of the Wind energy turbine may 
still usable in cold Weather conditions from a load envelope 
perspective. For example, the pitch angle of one or more 
blades 24 is increased at rated Wind speeds and at ambient air 
temperatures beloW the predetermined ambient temperature 
limit. This increase in pitch angle may help maintain Wind 
turbine 10 Within the design load envelope in cold Weather 
conditions and at rated Wind speeds. Speci?cally, such pitch 
control facilitates mitigating loads on blades 24 such that 
loads on blades 24 are maintained Within operational param 
eters. 

[0036] Furthermore, in some embodiments, method 100 
includes decreasing a torque of generator rotor 25. Decreas 
ing such torque may be achieved by measuring gap ?ux or 
rotor torque using sensor 58 and using control system 40 to 
alter the ?ux Within gap 31 as is knoWn in the art. For example, 
the gap ?ux may be controlled using control system 40 and/or 
converter 38 (shoWn in FIG. 3). The ?ux of generator 26 may 
be decreased to decrease a poWer output of Wind turbine 10. 
For example, the ?ux of generator 26 may be decreased to 
facilitate preventing rotor blade(s) 26 from stalling and/or to 
facilitate reducing an occurrence of rotor blade stall due to a 
predetermined ambient air temperature. Stalling of one or 
more rotor blades 24 may decrease a poWer output of Wind 
turbine 10 as Well as other effects as discussed beloW. 

[0037] According to some embodiments, output poWer of 
Wind turbine 10 is decreased if the ambient air temperature is 
beloW the predetermined ambient temperature limit, Which 
for example can be the loWer temperature limit of a predeter 
mined ambient air temperature range for Which Wind turbine 
10 is designed. Decreasing the output poWer of Wind turbine 
10 results in a reduction of the loads acting on components of 
Wind turbine 10 in that the speed of the tips of rotor blades 24 
are reduced so as to reduce the loads, for example causing the 
loads to stay Within the existing calculated design envelope of 
Wind turbine 10. Considering the ambient air temperature and 
decreasing the output of Wind turbine 10 if the ambient air 
temperature is beloW the predetermined ambient temperature 
limit, compensates for a potentially accelerated fatigue of the 
material of the individual components of Wind turbine 10 due 
to their brittleness in cold Weather conditions. Also in that the 
output poWer of Wind turbine 1 0 is decreased, i.e. is iteratively 
reduced, the loads acting on components of Wind turbine 10 in 
cold Weather conditions. 
[0038] As explained above, the normal IEC design enve 
lope de?nes admissible loads acting on Wind turbine 10 
Within a predetermined ambient air temperature range and up 
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to a predetermined maximum Wind speed. The loads may be 
de?ned inter alia by a calculated ambient air density. Accord 
ingly, predetermined air densities are given in the normal IEC 
design envelope de?ning the loads on Wind turbine 1 0. Deter 
mining the air density in cold Weather conditions by measur 
ing the ambient air temperature and pressure is advantageous 
to reduce the loads acting on Wind turbine 10 in accordance 
With the calculated air density so as to stay Within the admis 
sible loads for Which Wind turbine 10 is con?gured. Thus, 
according to some embodiments, an air density determination 
can be used to effect the above-described load mitigations. 
[0039] Method 100 may be advantageous since no neW 
components of Wind turbine 10 need be designed because, 
due to the reduction of the loads acting on Wind turbine 10 in 
cold Weather conditions, the existing design envelope of Wind 
turbine 10 Will not be exceeded. 
[0040] If the ambient air temperature is above a predeter 
mined limit, method 100 includes decreasing 106 a poWer 
output of Wind turbine 10, for example using control system 
40 (shoWn in FIGS. 1, 2 and 3) to facilitate mitigating a 
potential for stalling of Wind turbine 10. For example, as 
ambient air temperature increases, a potential for detachment 
of air ?oW around blades 24 may increase. Such detachment 
of air ?oW around blades 24 may induce instabilities Within 
operation of Wind turbine 10 that include, but are not limited 
to, a reduction in electric poWer generation and/or a trip of 
Wind turbine 10. Moreover, a sudden reattachment of Wind 
?oW around blades 18 may induce a sudden acceleration of 
the rotational speed of blades 18 and a sudden increase in 
electric poWer output that may exceed control parameters 
associated With control system 40. Such acceleration and 
poWer surge may cause a trip of Wind turbine 10. Such Wind 
speed and poWer transients may decrease a predetermined 
service life expectancy and/or accelerate fatigue of compo 
nents of Wind turbine 10. Therefore, decreasing 104 a poWer 
output of Wind turbine 10 may facilitate reducing a potential 
for stall based on the ambient air temperature and may facili 
tate maintaining electric poWer generation and blade rota 
tional speeds of Wind turbine 10 Within a predetermined 
design envelope of Wind turbine 10. Examples of the prede 
termined ambient temperature limit include, but are not lim 
ited to, approximately +40o C. (about 1000 F.) to approxi 
mately —200 C. (about —30° F.). Methods of decreasing a 
poWer output of Wind turbine 10 include, but are not limited 
to, adjusting the associated blade pitch and adjusting genera 
tor torque, Wherein both methods are described above. 
[0041] FIG. 5 is a ?owchart illustrating another exemplary 
method 200 for controlling Wind turbine 10 (shoWn in FIG. 
1). As compared to method 100, in some embodiments, con 
trolling a poWer output of Wind turbine 10 is based on at least 
one alternate ambient air condition in addition to or in lieu of 
ambient temperature limits. Such alternate conditions 
include, but are not limited to, ambient air pressure and 
humidity. As such, in some embodiments, method 200 
includes determining 202 an ambient air temperature, deter 
mining 204 an ambient air pressure and/or determining 206 
an ambient air humidity. The ambient air pressure, tempera 
ture and humidity may be determined by directly measuring 
the ambient air pressure, temperature and humidity, for 
example using sensors 54, 56 and 60, respectively. Altema 
tively, additional measurements may include, but not be lim 
ited to rate of rain fall. Further, alternatively, some ambient air 
conditions including, but not being limited to, ambient air 
viscosity may be derived values based on measurements of 
other ambient air conditions knoWn in the art. 
[0042] Method 200 further includes comparing 208 such 
measured ambient air conditions that include temperature, 
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humidity and/ or pres sure to a plurality of predetermined tem 
perature, humidity and/ or pres sure values. Such predeter 
mined values may be derived based on, but not being limited 
to, an expected altitude of Wind turbine 10. In one embodi 
ment, such values may be derived via at least one algorithm 
and statically stored electronically Within a table (not shoWn) 
that is maintained Within control system 40. Alternatively, 
such predetermined values may be derived dynamically using 
at least one algorithm. Regardless, method step 208 is per 
formed in a continuous and dynamic manner. 

[0043] Method 200 further includes determining 210 a cur 
rent ambient air operating envelope for the existing ambient 
air conditions. In the exemplary embodiment, method step 
210 is performed continuously and dynamically using at least 
one algorithm. Alternatively, each parameter measured and/ 
or derived that is included Within the envelope is calculated 
using at least one algorithm and stored statically Within a table 
Within control system 200. In the exemplary embodiment, 
such envelope includes a predetermined range of blade rota 
tional speeds as Well as a predetermined range of electric 
poWer generation outputs such that operation of Wind turbine 
10 is facilitated as described herein. Alternatively, the enve 
lope may include any operational parameter that facilitates 
operation of Wind turbine 10 as described herein. For 
example, control system 40 may calculate a blade tip speed 
ratio of one or more rotor blades 24 (shoWn in FIGS. 1, 2 and 
3) of Wind turbine 10 from instrument measurement signals 
that include, but are not limited to, a Wind speed (for example 
measured using anemometry 46), an ambient air temperature 
(for example measured using sensor 56, and/or a rotor speed 
(for example measured using sensor 50). The tip speed ratio is 
typically referenced to a speed of a blade tip as compared to 
a free stream air ?oW Wind velocity. 

[0044] Method 200 also includes determining 212 if the 
existing poWer output is Within the range associated With the 
current ambient air operating envelope that is determined in 
step 210. If the existing poWer output is Within the envelope, 
typically no associated control action is transmitted from 
control system 40. Alternately, if the existing poWer output is 
outside of the envelope, at least one operational parameter of 
Wind turbine 10 Will be adjusted so as to adjust the poWer 
output. Such operational parameter may be associated With 
any component of Wind turbine 10, such as, but not limited to, 
a pitch angle of blades 24 and the magnitude and direction of 
the torque acting on generator rotor 25. 

[0045] For example, in some embodiments, method 200 
includes controlling 214 a pitch angle of one or more rotor 
blades 24 based, at least in part, on the determined 210 ambi 
ent air operating envelope. For example, the pitch angle may 
be controlled using control system 40 (shoWn in FIGS. 2 and 
3) and/or pitch system 62 (shoWn in FIG. 2). Controlling 214 
a pitch angle may include increasing a pitch angle, decreasing 
a pitch angle, and/ or maintaining a pitch angle for a predeter 
mined period of time. The pitch angle of rotor blade(s) 24 may 
be controlled 214 to optimiZe a poWer output of Wind turbine 
10. For example, the pitch angle of rotor blade(s) 24 may be 
controlled 214 to optimiZe an angle of attack of blade(s) 24 
based on a predetermined combination of ambient air condi 
tions. Such optimization facilitates increasing a poWer output 
of Wind turbine 10 and mitigating a potential of rotor blade(s) 
24 stall. 

[0046] Furthermore, in some embodiments, method 200 
includes controlling 216 a torque of generator rotor 25 based, 
at least in part, on the determined 210 ambient air operating 
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envelope. Controlling 216 such torque may be achieved by 
measuring gap ?ux or rotor torque using sensor 58 and using 
control system 40 to alter the ?ux Within gap 31 as is knoWn 
in the art. For example, the gap ?ux may be controlled using 
control system 40 and/or converter 38 (shoWn in FIG. 3). 
Controlling 216 such ?ux may include increasing the ?ux, 
decreasing the ?ux, and/or maintaining the ?ux for a prede 
termined period of time. The ?ux of generator 26 may be 
controlled 216 to increase a poWer output of Wind turbine 10 
as Well as decrease the poWer output. For example, the ?ux of 
generator 26 may be controlled 216 to facilitate preventing 
rotor blade(s) 26 from stalling and/or to facilitate reducing an 
occurrence of rotor blade stall due to a predetermined com 
bination of ambient air conditions. Stalling of one or more 
rotor blades 24 may decrease a poWer output of Wind turbine 
10 as Well as other effects as discussed above. Moreover, such 
?ux control may also facilitate mitigating loads on blades 24 
to be maintained Within operational parameters. 
[0047] In some embodiments, other operational parameters 
and/or ambient conditions, in addition to, or alternatively to, 
the ambient air temperature, pressure and humidity Within 
method 200, such as, but not limited to, an ambient air tem 
perature pro?le, a Wind shear pro?le, and/ or rain events. 
[0048] Exemplary embodiments are described and/or illus 
trated herein in detail. The embodiments are not limited to the 
speci?c embodiments described herein, but rather, compo 
nents and steps of each embodiment may be utiliZed indepen 
dently and separately from other components and steps 
described herein. Each component, and each step, can also be 
used in combination With other components and/or method 
steps. 
[0049] When introducing elements/components/etc. 
described and/or illustrated herein, the articles “a”, “an”, 
“the”, “said”, and “at least one” are intended to mean that 
there are one or more of the element(s)/component(s)/etc. 
The terms “comprising”, “including” and “having” are 
intended to be inclusive and mean that there may be addi 
tional element(s)/component(s)/etc. other than the listed ele 
ment(s)/ component(s)/ etc. 
[0050] While the invention has been described in terms of 
various speci?c embodiments, those skilled in the art Will 
recogniZe that the invention can be practiced With modi?ca 
tion Within the spirit and scope of the claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for operating a Wind turbine, said method 

comprising: 
measuring an ambient air temperature; and 
decreasing a poWer output of the Wind turbine if the mea 

sured ambient air temperature is beloW a predetermined 
limit to thereby facilitate reducing loads acting on com 
ponents of the Wind turbine. 

2. A method in accordance With claim 1 Wherein the Wind 
turbine is con?gured to Withstand loads acting on the Wind 
turbine Within a predetermined ambient air temperature range 
having loWer and upper limits With predetermined Wind speed 
parameters, and Wherein decreasing a poWer output of the 
Wind turbine if the measured ambient air temperature is beloW 
a predetermined limit comprises decreasing the poWer output 
of the Wind turbine if the measured ambient air temperature is 
beloW the loWer limit of the predetermined ambient air tem 
perature range. 

3. A method in accordance With claim 1 further comprising 
decreasing a poWer output of the Wind turbine if the measured 
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ambient air temperature is above a predetermined limit to 
thereby facilitate reducing a potential for stalling of the Wind 
turbine. 

4. A method in accordance With claim 3 Wherein the Wind 
turbine is con?gured to mitigate the potential for stalling the 
Wind turbine Within a predetermined ambient air temperature 
range having loWer and upper limits With predetermined Wind 
speed parameters, and Wherein decreasing a poWer output of 
the Wind turbine if the measured ambient air temperature is 
above a predetermined limit comprises decreasing the poWer 
output of the Wind turbine if the measured ambient air tem 
perature is above the upper limit of the predetermined ambi 
ent air temperature range. 

5. A method in accordance With claim 1 Wherein decreas 
ing a poWer output of the Wind turbine comprises increasing 
a pitch angle of at least one rotor blade of the Wind turbine. 

6. A method in accordance With claim 1 Wherein decreas 
ing a poWer output of the Wind turbine comprises decreasing 
a torque acting on a generator rotor of the Wind turbine. 

7. A Wind turbine comprising: 
a rotor comprising a hub and at least one rotor blade 

coupled to said hub; 
a ?rst sensor con?gured to measure ambient air tempera 

ture and generate and transmit an ambient air tempera 
ture signal; and 

at least one processor coupled in electronic data commu 
nication to said ?rst sensor, said at least one processor 
con?gured to facilitate reducing loads acting on compo 
nents of said Wind turbine by at least one of: 
receiving a measured ambient air temperature signal 

from said ?rst sensor; 
decreasing a poWer output of the Wind turbine if the 

received ambient air temperature signal is beloW a 
predetermined limit. 

8. A Wind turbine in accordance With claim 7 further com 
prising at least one of: 

at least one blade pitch actuator coupled to said at least one 
rotor blade for controlling an angle of pitch of said at 
least one rotor blade and coupled in electronic data com 
munication to said at least one processor, said at least 
one processor further con?gured to increase a pitch 
angle of said at least one rotor blade using said at least 
one blade pitch actuator When the ambient air tempera 
ture signal is beloW the predetermined limit; and 

an electric poWer generation sub-system comprising at 
least one of an electric poWer generator and a frequency 
converter, said electric poWer generator comprising a 
stator, a rotor and a gap de?ned therebetWeen, said elec 
tric poWer generator electrically coupled to said fre 
quency converter, said electric poWer generator and said 
frequency converter coupled in electronic data commu 
nication With said processor, said processor further con 
?gured to decrease a torque acting on said rotor induced 
Within said gap When the ambient air temperature signal 
is beloW the predetermined limit. 

9. A Wind turbine in accordance With claim 7 Wherein said 
at least one processor is further con?gured to facilitate miti 
gating a potential for stalling said Wind turbine by decreasing 
a poWer output of the Wind turbine if the ambient air tempera 
ture signal is above a predetermined limit. 

10. A Wind turbine in accordance With claim 7 further 
comprising at least one of: 

a second sensor con?gured to measure ambient air pres sure 
and generate and transmit an ambient air pressure signal, 
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said second sensor coupled in electronic data communi 
cation With said at least one processor; and 

a third sensor con?gured to measure ambient air humidity 
and generate and transmit an ambient air humidity sig 
nal, said third sensor coupled in electronic data commu 
nication With said at least one processor. 

11. A Wind turbine in accordance With claim 10 Wherein 
said at least one processor is further con?gured to: 

determine an ambient air operating envelope at least par 
tially based on at least one of said ambient air tempera 
ture signal, said ambient air pressure signal, and said 
ambient air humidity signal; and 

decrease the poWer output of said Wind turbine at least 
partially based on said determined ambient air operating 
envelope. 

12. A Wind turbine in accordance With claim 7 Wherein said 
predetermined limit comprises a loWer limit of a predeter 
mined ambient air temperature range referenced to a prede 
termined Wind speed range, for Which said Wind turbine is 
con?gured to Withstand loads acting thereon. 

13 . A Wind turbine in accordance With claim 7 Wherein said 
predetermined limit comprises an upper limit of a predeter 
mined ambient air temperature range referenced to a prede 
termined Wind speed range, for Which said Wind turbine is 
con?gured to mitigate a potential for stalling. 

14. A method for operating a Wind turbine having at least 
one blade, said method comprising: 

determining an ambient air operating envelope; and 
controlling a poWer output of the Wind turbine at least 

partially based on the determined ambient air operating 
envelope. 

15. A method in accordance With claim 14 Wherein deter 
mining an ambient air operating envelope comprises: 

measuring at least one of an ambient air temperature, an 
ambient air pres sure, an ambient air humidity, and Wind 
turbine poWer output; and 

comparing at least one of a measured ambient air tempera 
ture, a measured ambient air humidity and a measured 
ambient air pressure to predetermined ambient air tem 
perature, pressure and humidity values; and 

referencing the predetermined ambient air temperature, 
pressure and humidity values to at least one operational 
parameter of the Wind turbine. 

16. A method in accordance With claim 15 Wherein refer 
encing the predetermined ambient air temperature, pressure 
and humidity values to at least one operational parameter of 
the Wind turbine comprises referencing the predetermined 
ambient air temperature, pressure and humidity values to at 
least one of a predetermined range of blade rotational speeds 
and a predetermined range of Wind turbine poWer outputs. 

17. A method in accordance With claim 14 further compris 
ing determining if an existing Wind turbine poWer output is 
Within a range associated With the determined ambient air 
operating envelope. 

18. A method in accordance With claim 14 Wherein con 
trolling a poWer output of the Wind turbine comprises at least 
one of: 

controlling a pitch angle of at least one rotor blade of the 
Wind turbine at least partially based on the ambient air 
operating envelope; and 

controlling a torque of a generator rotor of the Wind turbine 
at least partially based on the ambient air operating 
envelope. 
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19. A method in accordance With claim 14 wherein the 
Wind turbine is con?gured to Withstand loads acting on the 
Wind turbine Within at least one of a predetermined ambient 

air temperature range, a predetermined ambient air pressure 
range and a predetermined ambient air humidity range, 
Wherein each of the temperature, pressure and humidity 
ranges have loWer and upper limits referenced to at least one 

of predetermined Wind speed parameters and predetermined 
Wind turbine poWer outputs, and Wherein controlling a poWer 
output of the Wind turbine at least partially based on the 
determined ambient air operating envelope comprises 
decreasing the poWer output of the Wind turbine to facilitate 
Withstanding loads acting thereon. 
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20. A method in accordance With claim 14 Wherein the 
Wind turbine is con?gured to mitigate stalling of the Wind 
turbine Within at least one of a predetermined ambient air 
temperature range, a predetermined ambient air pressure 
range and a predetermined ambient air humidity range, 
Wherein each of the temperature, pressure and humidity 
ranges have loWer and upper limits referenced to at least one 
of predetermined Wind speed parameters and predetermined 
Wind turbine poWer outputs, and Wherein controlling a poWer 
output of the Wind turbine at least partially based on the 
determined ambient air operating envelope comprises 
decreasing the poWer output of the Wind turbine to facilitate 
mitigating a potential for stalling thereon. 

* * * * * 


